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This paper presents the first report on surge extension with steam injection through both experimental and numerical simulation.
The experimental section covers the test facility, instrumentation, and prestall modes comparison with andwithout steam injection.
It is found that surge extension is not in proportion to injected steam. There exists an upper bound above which deteriorates
the margin. Injection of less than 1% of the designed mass flow can bring about over 10% margin improvement. Test results also
indicated that steam injection not only damps out prestall waves, but also changes prestall modes and traveling direction. At 90%
speed, injection changed the prestall mode from spike tomodal, while at 80% speed line, it made the forward traveling wave become
backward.Through numerical simulation, location and number of injectors, molecular weight, and temperature of injected gas are
modified to explore their influences on surgemargin. Similar to the test results, there exists an upper bound for the amount of steam
injected.The flow field investigation indicates that this bound is caused by the early trigger of flow collapse due to the injected steam
which is similar to the tip leakage flow spillage caused spike stall in axial compressors.

1. Introduction

Compressor flow instabilities may occur if the fluid flow
decreases below a certain limit. Rotating stall and surge are
such aerodynamic instabilities that occur in both axial and
centrifugal compressors [1–24]. Surge, however, can result
both in severe vibration and damage to compressor units
and in reduced efficiency. Although many researches were
published in the open literature on these two phenomena,
the prediction and control of surge are still far away from the
requirement of industrial application. In most cases, this can
only be done case by case as it depends on the design.

For impellers with a vaned diffuser,most of the researches
attribute rotating stall and surge to the increase of incidence
angle at low flow rate; however, Spakovszky [2] pointed out
that vaneless space just in front of the vaned diffuser is the
root cause of rotating stall in the NASA CC3 compressor.
Schleer et al. [3] measured the trajectories of tip clearance

vortex at different flow rates and concluded that the tip
clearance vortex caused the surge incipience. More recently,
researchers from the von Karman Institute and University
of Hannover [4] noticed the influences of volute on both
performance and instability.

To control rotating stall and surge in a centrifugal com-
pressor, various design features have been investigated: self-
circulation device [13], variable inlet guide vanes (VIGV),
adjustable vaned diffuser vanes, ported shroud [15], grooved
diffuser [16], air injection, or bleeding [8].

The analyses for the prestall, stall inception, and the
generation of fully developed stall were to explore the inter-
relationship among them and were then applied in the
design of prewarning and stall control systems. Experimental
exploration of compressor prestall or stall inception usually
involves several transducers for unsteady pressure recording
distributed circumferentially in one or more axial locations.
The pressure transducer settings for axial compressors were
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Figure 1: Schematic layout of the test facility.

often on the casing above the rotor [20] while the setup
for centrifugal compressors sometimes may be considered
on both the rotor and the diffuser to tell the stall inception
location [24]. Pressure signals should be traced when com-
pressors are throttled to stall. The definitions of prestall, stall
inception, and fully developed stall (surge in some cases)were
clearly described in [20] and can be understood according to
the magnitude of pressure perturbation from relatively calm
to large. Tryfonidis et al. [20] also indicated that the rotating
stall influences the surge inception mechanism.

The stall wave was typically reported to travel in positive
rotor direction as most of the axial compressor did, but in
centrifugal compressors, negative traveling stall wavewas also
reported. Besides, two types of stall,modal stall and spike-like
stall, were defined according to the stall length scale. With
the theoretical background of this length scale study, various
controlmethodswere developed against different length scale
stalls. Several methods have been conducted to analyze the
circumferentially traveling pressure perturbation. Tryfonidis
et al. [20] developed the spatial Fourier decomposition for
stall inception area with the PSD analysis for traveling wave
energy. In the past decades, the wavelet method was also
quickly developed for further understanding of the physical
mechanisms which lead to stall, but the result is sensitive to
the parameter selection.

To sum up, researches on centrifugal compressor flow
instabilities are still not enough for fully understanding and
controlling rotating and surge.

Recently, with the stringent requirements on pollutant
emissions, the Chinese government encourages distributed
energy systems, especially combined cooling, heating, and
power (CCHP) systems, in which the key component is a
gas turbine. Considering the population of residential areas
in most Chinese cities, it has been found that a gas turbine
of 2MW output level is best suited for CCHP systems. At
this power level, the gas turbine efficiency is much lower
than those used in power plants. Generally, small gas turbines
are always used together with a HRSG (heat recovery steam
generator) which could provide heating in winter and cooling
in summer with absorption refrigerating machine.

In most parts of China, however, there are almost no
requirements on both cooling and heating in transitional

seasons, whichmeans that the gas turbine has to be shut down
due to its low simple cycle efficiency.

With such background, the authors intend to boost the
power output and efficiency through reinjecting the steam
from the HRSG. However, to fulfill this aim, the compressor
surge line has to be moved to the left due to the increased
back pressure caused by the steam injected. Then, a question
arises: can we use part of the power boost steam to increase
the surge margin without using an external air supply?

The current paper reports related experimental results
about impeller and vaned diffuser. The structure of the paper
could be summarized as follows. A brief introduction is
provided in Section 1. Test facility, experimental procedure,
and data acquisition are illustrated in Section 2. The influ-
ences of steam injection characteristics at different rotational
speeds on stage performance and surge range are discussed in
Section 3. Prestallmodes are analyzed and compared between
a solid casing and one with steam injection in Section 5.
Numerical models, compressor performance, surge margin,
and diffuser inlet flow angle variation with steam mass flow
are investigated using the same configuration as test facility.
Flow physics for surge enhancement are then discussed in
Section 6. Section 7 covers influences of injected gas proper-
ties, injector configuration, and so forth in detail. Conclusion
and acknowledgment are given in the last two sections.

2. Test Facilities and Instrumentation

2.1. Test Facilities. The experiments were conducted on the
500 kW DC motor driven test rig at the Product Laboratory
in Shaanxi Blower Company. Figure 1 shows the schematic
layout of the test facility.

Ambient air is drawn into the pipe through an air filter
and through a flow nozzle to measure the flow rate. The
settling chamber is used to lower the gas velocity and make
the impeller incoming flow more uniform. After the test
section, the compressed air is discharged into the atmosphere.
The mass flow rate can be adjusted by two valves. The cross
section of the test section is shown in Figure 2.

The test impeller is scaled downby a factor of 0.5 to reduce
the power consumption so that it can be driven by the motor
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Figure 2: Cross-sectional view of the test section.

Table 1: Typical design parameters.

Total pressure ratio — 3.55
Designed mass flow rate kg/s 3.2
Impeller tip speed m/s 433
Blade number — 16 + 16
Impeller tip radius m 0.115
Average blade exit angle Deg 90
Impeller blade inlet angle Deg 52
𝑛𝑠 (dimensionless) — 0.83
Diffuser inlet angle Deg 1.6
Diffuser vane number — 23
Diffuser area ratio — 2.1

on site. For the scaled version, the primary design parameters
are given in Table 1.

In the present test, the compressor was operated at 60%,
70%, 80%, and 90% of the design speed to reduce the risk of
potential surge damage at 100% speed. Eight steam injectors
were installed midway between the impeller tip and the
diffuser leading edge. Sixteen air bleeding holes formed by
radial channel and axial channel were used for impeller throat
air bleeding, the results of which are not covered in the
current paper.

The collector after the diffuser has a constant cross-
sectional area which is chosen to be 4 times the vaned diffuser
outlet throat area to eliminate the asymmetric influences on
upstream components.

2.2. Instrumentation. Compressor performance was evalu-
ated by measuring the static pressure and temperature at
the inlet of the impeller and the exit of the collector using
a pressure transducer from Rosemount Engineering Co. A
flow nozzle (shown in Figure 1) was used to measure the
mass flow rate based on the pressure and temperature of the
surroundings. A five-hole cobra probe with a thermocouple

Figure 3: Steady and unsteady pressure taps in the diffuser.

was used tomeasure the total pressure and temperature at the
impeller outlet (𝑟/𝑟2 = 1.04).

For the unsteady pressure measurements, 31 Kulite trans-
ducers were used. Six of them were uniformly installed 5mm
ahead of the impeller leading edge as shown in Figure 2. 23 of
themwere installed at the diffuser leading edge, in the diffuser
throat, and inside the diffuser channel to record pressure data
variation while throttling. The left two were installed in the
exhaust collector. Besides the 23 unsteady transducers, 20
steady pressure taps circled by the ellipse shown in Figure 3
were in one channel to find pressure contour variation with
reduction of flow rate.

The other two transducers are installed on the collector
casing to study the flow behavior inside the collector. A photo
of the test rig without shroud is shown in Figure 4 to show the
location of the Kulite transducers in the diffuser.

During the test, two throttling valves were fully opened
for steady operation at each speed line. Then, they are
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Figure 4: A photo of the test impeller and transducers.

gradually throttled until the compressor surges. For each
speed line, at least six operating points are measured. At
each point, all the unsteady pressure data were acquired and
stored for at least 20 seconds. After all six performance data
measurements are taken, two valves are opened a little to
make the compressor operate at the nearest stable point; then,
the valves are throttled gradually to push the compressor into
surge; after several surge cycles, the valves are quickly opened
to 100% in order to pull the compressor out of surge.Unsteady
pressure data were acquired all through this process in order
to analyze stall/surge precursor and pathology. Sampling
frequency of all the 31 transducers was chosen to be 50 kHz
in order to avoid frequency alias and to provide enough time
resolution.

3. Effects of Steam Injection on
Performance and Surge Extension

Based on the analysis of component stability [24], accumu-
lated shroud side separation due to centrifugal and Coriolis
force, and positive results from Skoch [8], eight injectors are
uniformly installed on the shroud side located in the middle
of the impeller exit and diffuser leading edge to minimize
impeller and diffuser mutual interaction. The position and

tip segment of the injector are designed to take advantage of
Coanda flow effects [18] as shown in Figure 5.

For the compressor test alone facility, the injected steam is
generated from an electric boiler. The maximum steam mass
flow rate is 200 kg/h. In the current experiment, the steam
pressure is kept as 6 bar limited by the used electrical boiler
and this number should be higher with HRSG used on site.

At constant impeller rotational speed, the injected steam
mass flow is increased and kept at several different flow
rates to investigate its influences on surge margin. At each
steam flow rate, valves are gradually throttled to find the
surge flow rate. In this paper, surge margin improvement
(SMI) is defined as (𝑚𝑠𝑜 − 𝑚𝑠)/𝑚𝑠𝑜 × 100%, in which𝑚𝑠 and
𝑚𝑠𝑜 are surge flow rates with and without steam injection,
respectively.

Variations of SMI under 80% and 90% of the designed
rotational speed for six different steam flow rates (I: 0.521 g/s,
II: 1.042 g/s, III: 2.083 g/s, IV: 3.125 g/s, V: 4.167 g/s, and VI:
5.208 g/s) are shown in Figure 6.

In Figure 6, it is obviously observed that the trends for
these two different rotational speeds are different especially
at high steam flow rate. For the line with Mu = 0.96, there
is an optimum steam flow for which the surge extension is
maximized. This trend is kept the same for Mu = 1.08 except
for the first point. For this point only, 0.15% designed mass
flow rate can increase surge margin by over 11%. This effect
is the same as the fifth point of which the mass flow rate is
seven times as large as that of the first point. The strange
phenomenon is that the surge margin extension decreased
with increasing injected steam mass flow rate. This implies
that the traditional explanation based on flow anglemight not
be correct for the surge inception of centrifugal compressor
or at least for this compressor. Detailed explanationwas given
in Section 4 from the point of different stall mode about the
different trends shown by 80% and 90% speed line.

After reviewing the test data, it is found that steam injec-
tion brings about loss to both pressure ratio and efficiency as
shown in Figure 7. Stage efficiency is defined by the following
equation:

𝜂stage =
𝑇𝑡1 [(𝑃3,st/𝑃𝑡1)(𝑛−1)/𝑛 − 1]𝑚1 + 𝑇𝑡1,inject [(𝑃3,st/𝑃𝑡1,hole)(𝑛−1)/𝑛 − 1]𝑚inject

𝑚1 (𝑇3,st − 𝑇𝑡1) + 𝑚inject (𝑇3,st − 𝑇𝑡1,hole)
. (1)

Even with the same steam flow rate, the loss deviates
greatly. For example, for the index equal to 5 (flow rate:
4.167 g/s), the loss at Mu = 0.96 is almost 8 times that of
Mu = 1.08. Another interesting phenomenon is that good
SMI points always coincide with good loss ones. The above
phenomena shown by Figures 6 and 7 are repeatable at
different ambient conditions from three test days.

4. Prestall Modes and Surge Characteristics

4.1. Unsteady Pressure Traces. Pressure traces at 80% and
90% with and without steam injection located at different

streamwise locations (impeller inlet, semivaneless diffuser,
diffuser throat, and diffuser midpassage) during stall ramp
just before surge are presented in Figures 8(a)–8(d).

In Figure 8, it is observed that the prestall waves are
pronounced at the diffuser throat which means that the
dominant modes here are the diffuser modes. Thus, the
following studies are focused on diffusers. The magnitude
of pressure perturbations with injection is on the same level
as the case without injection. Additionally, one interesting
finding is that the prestall mode even changed from spike to
be of modal type as shown in Figure 8(b) on 90% rotational
speed with the existence of steam. It can be explained that
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Figure 6: Steam injection percentages on surge extension.

the injected flow at shroud increases system damping which
caused the prestall mode’s variation from short wave (spike)
to long wave (modal). Instead of flow injection in the current
paper, endwall flowbleeding on the hub side can also generate
similar effects as shown by Spakovszky and Roduner [5] in a
turbocharger compressor.

With a closer view, it can also be seen that the steam
injection damped out the pressure oscillation after surge
(time = 0) occurred through comparison of the wave segment
in the black circle with the same segment with injection. It
is worth noting that, after surge, the pressure traces at the
impeller inlet behave much less violently than those in other
locations or in the same locationwith steam injection on.This
also indicates that surge root comes from the diffuser area.
Damping that pressure perturbation amplitude can reduce
the surge intensity.

This can also explain the strange phenomenon shown by
Figure 6 in which the largest surge margin improvement is at
the smallest injection flow at 90% speed line while the surge
margin improvement at 80% speed line is gradually increased
with the amount of steam flow.This means that, at 90% speed
line, the prestall wave is a spike which is nonlinear. With the
increase of steam injection, the prestall wave changes from

spike to bemodalwhich is linear longwave. And at 80% speed
line, the prestall wave is always linear modal wave.

4.2. Traveling Wave Energy Analysis of Prestall Behavior.
Traveling wave energy method was used to analyze the
prestall wave traveling frequency and direction.The𝑥- and𝑦-
axis of the TWE spectra depicted in Figure 9were normalized
by rotor revolution and rotor frequency (N means one rotor
1x frequency in later description), respectively. To further
analyze this prestall activity, the pressure signals are decom-
posed into spatial Fourier harmonics. For each harmonic,
the evolution of power spectrum is then computed. The
plotted spectrum is the difference between the positive and
the negative frequency spectra of the complex spatial Fourier
coefficient. Peaks and valleys therefore stand for the forward
(with the rotor revolution direction) and backward (against
the rotor revolution direction) traveling waves as described
by Tryfonidis et al. [20]. In Figures 9 and 10, the time index
equal to zero is assigned for fully developed stall (surge).

Figure 9 shows the 90%TWE results without steam injec-
tion.The impeller rotating frequency which is 1 N was clearly
shown. The 0.3N frequency was the first stall frequency
emerging at relatively high mass flow rate compared with
that of surge point, and 0.13N that appeared in the 3rd
harmonic just before surge is the second stall frequency. The
0.3N frequency in the 1st harmonic is clearly the dominant
frequency and mode before surge, and 0.13N frequency is
the dominated stall precursor in the 3rd mode. Both stall
precursors traveled in the forward direction.

However, with 120 kg/h steam injection, the 0.3N fre-
quency was suppressed and almost invisible. The 0.13N
frequency dominated all the other harmonics as shown in
Figures 10 and 11. In Figure 11, due to the in-phase or
unchanged phase features of the 4 pressure traces at dif-
ferent circumferential angles, the authors claim that these
circumferential areas are covered by one stall cell.This means
that, after steam injection, there exists one big stall cell that
moves in the impeller rotation direction in the speed ratio of
13%.

For the 80% TWE results with/without steam injection,
the results are similar. The 0.22N frequency was the first stall
wave emerging at relatively highmass flow rate and the 0.13N
appeared in the 2nd harmonic just before surge. The only
difference and strange thing is that the prestall modal wave
traveling direction of 0.13N shifts from forward (rotation
direction) to be backward (against rotation direction). This
phenomenon can be observed by listing all circumferential
unsteady pressure traces in circumferential direction as
shown in Figure 12. This further complicates surge scenario
and was also never been reported before in public references.
Similarly, as shown in Figure 11, Figure 12 also indicates a stall
cell moving slowly against impeller rotation direction with
injected steam but with larger size than the case of 90%.

Detailed influences of the amount of steam injection
(0 kg/h, 30 kg/h, 60 kg/h, and 120 kg/h) on prestall mode
activity at two different rotational speeds (80% and 90%) in
a semivaneless space are summarized in Figure 13. At 80%
speed, the 0.22N content only existed at 0 kg/h and was
suppressed in other cases. With the increase of injection flow,
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Figure 8: Pressure perturbation analysis for streamwise locations.

the amplitude of prestall waves was gradually attenuated.
At 90% speed, the frequency of the original 0.3N prestall
wave decreased from 0.3N to be 0.23N with 120 kg/h. With
150 kg/h injection flow (not shown in the figure), this content
is completely suppressed. From the figure, nonlinear coupling
between different modes can be easily found which means
one mode always has contributions from other harmonics by
seeing that the same frequency exists in different modes. It
can be observed that 30 kg/h injection damps out almost all
the prestall modes compared to other amounts of injections.
If, further, more steam is injected, some higher modes can be

damped further, but not that obviously. These observations
agree well with test results shown in Figure 6.

4.3. Discussion on Experimental Results. Depending upon
steam quality (superheated/saturated), nozzle parameter
(position/number/angle), and other factors, there are several
things that happen with steam injection into the flow path.
These things are as follows:

(a) The injection of steam into the flow path has an effect
on the properties of the flow, especially in changes
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Figure 9: Spectrograms of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th spatial harmonic pressure perturbations during stall ramp at 90% design speed without
steam injection.

to the gas constant, theta, and gamma. This finally
changes the operating characteristics of the diffuser.

(b) Depending upon temperature difference between
steam and air, the heat transfer effect between the two
fluids influences the incidence angle of the diffuser
through changes in velocity vectors.

(c) The different nonuniform temperature in both cir-
cumferential and axial directions changes the local
corrected speed and local corrected flowwhichmakes
different parts of the diffuser work under different
inlet flow conditions.

(d) The steam injection can enhance the flowmomentum
of the flow near the shroud where wake and separa-
tion always exist and delay the flow separation which
improves diffuser stability.

(e) At subsonic diffuser inlet conditions, steam injection
can also have certain influences on the impeller
performance which might also be beneficial for the
stability.

To answer the above questions, numerical simulations
and detailed flow field analysis were performed.

5. Numerical Procedures

Full annulus numerical grids aremeshed with impeller, injec-
tor, vaned diffuser, and volute. The grids are blade centered

Table 2: Mesh densities of CFD domains.

Domain Numbers of grids
Rotor 2328384
Diffuser 2435424
Injector 180168
Collector 289856
Total 5233832

multiblocks with hexahedral structure. The stator and rotor
grids had ATM optimized topology which was a proprietary
blocking strategy for obtaining good quality grids. The grids
were made finer at the regions where high gradients were
expected in the flow passage. The 3D computational grids
used in the analysis are shown in Figure 14. The mesh in the
boundary layers was refined to ensure Y+ ranged from 30 to
40, the total grids number was about 5.2 million, and mesh
densities after grid independency check for each component
are given in Table 2.

The 𝑘-𝜖 turbulence model with a scalable wall function
was chosen. A total pressure and total temperature inlet
boundary condition were used at the rotor inlet, a mass flow
outlet boundary condition was set at the diffuser outlet, and
a second mass flow inlet was defined at the injectors inlet.
The rotor domain was solved in rotational coordinate frame
with rotational speed of 30780 rpm. The rotor domain and
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120 kg/h steam injection.
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Figure 11: Unsteady pressure traces at 90% speed with 120 kg/h
steam injection (Kulite transducers all located in a semivaneless
space).

injection domain exchanged boundary conditions across the
mixing plane interface. The downstream side was treated
as an inlet face with the boundary conditions defined by
averaged flow properties at the impeller exit. The upstream
impeller side could be seen as an outlet face with the exit flow
condition being provided by the diffuser inlet flow. The case
was considered to be converged when the RMS was below
1𝑒 − 5 and the variation of the TTE (total-to-total efficiency)
was within 3%.

Compressor performance was evaluated by measuring
the static pressure and temperature at the inlet of the impeller
and exit of the gas collector using a pressure transducer from
Rosemount Engineering Co., Ltd. A flow nozzle was used
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Figure 12: Unsteady pressure traces at 80% speed with 60 kg/h
steam injection (Kulite transducers all located in a semivaneless
space).

to measure the mass flow rate based on the pressure and
temperature of the surroundings. A five-hole cobra probe
with a thermoresistor was used to measure the total pressure
and temperature just at the impeller outlet.

Figure 15 presents the comparisons between computed
andmeasured compressor characteristicswith 120 kg/h steam
injection and without steam injection at 90% speed, which
plotted both the TTPR and the TTE as a function of diffuser
exit mass flow corrected to sea level total pressure and
temperature; the choke limit and the surge limit frame the
operating range on both ends of the abscissa. Both the CFD
predictions and the experimental datumwith steam injection
extended the stable flow range, while around 5% drops in
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Figure 13: Harmonic content of traveling energy of the first four prestall modes at the diffuser inlet.

pressure ratio and efficiency were observed in steam injected
technology compressors.

The overall agreement between experiments and compu-
tational data was reasonable. The simulation characteristics
indicated a higher pressure rise and higher efficiency than
that observed in experiment. The difference in pressure
ratio and efficiency between the measurements and CFD
calculations could possibly be attributed to the turbulence
model. As the full flow passage model cases were simulated,
𝜅-𝜖 turbulence model was selected in order to procure
convergence in the calculations. However, some loss may be
ignored and the compressor performance was improved.

6. Mechanisms of Surge Enhancement with
Steam Injection

In order to clearly identify the effect of steam injection on
impeller and vaned diffuser, the individual components of
the stage were studied separately. Impeller total efficiency and
pressure recovery coefficient (Cp) of the vaned diffuser based
on the CFD results are used to depict the performance of
the impeller and the diffuser. Calculated results with different
steam flow rates at the same operating point are shown
in Figure 16. Each curve is composed of 20 different span
stations from hub to shroud, that is, from 0.0 to 1.0.Thus, the
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Figure 14: CFD computational grids.
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Figure 16: Characteristics of the impeller and the diffuser.
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Figure 17: Flow angle at diffuser inlet of different span ranges.

diffuser can be decomposed to 20 small diffuser segments and
each of them operates at its own working condition. Results
show that the impeller efficiency stays constant at different
steam injected flow rates, whichmeans that the injected steam
hardly affects the performance of the impeller.

However, the diffuser Cp near the shroud side shows a
large increase with injected steam, while the change of Cp
from hub to 80% blade height is much smaller. The diffuser
Cp value varies obviously as the steam flow rate increases
from 30 kg/h to 120 kg/h.

From the above observed trends, a conjecture can be
reached that the vaned diffuser is the dominant component
that affects the stage stability.

The trends of diffuser inlet absolute velocity flow angle at
different operating conditions and different flow rate steam
injection are plotted in Figure 17. In the 0–0.8 span analysis,
as the mass flow rate through the compressor decreases from
choke to surge, the average absolute flow angle at the diffuser
inlet reduces. At the same operating condition, the flow angle
increases after steam is injected. It could also increase velocity
flow angle at the same operating condition and improve surge
margin. Compressor surge occurred when the flow angle
reached about 24.5 under all different steam injection flow
rate conditions except 200 kg/h, at which the compressor
surge occurred at larger flow rate.Therefore, the surgemargin
improvement was not in proportion to the steam flow rate.
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Figure 18: Absolute velocity flow angle at 0.9 span at the diffuser
inlet.

In certain cases, the large steam injection rate has a smaller
surge margin improvement than small steam injection. This
phenomenon could be explained in the 0.8–1 span analysis.
Steam injection could decrease the velocity flow angle at the
same operating conditions and deteriorate the flow structure
in this area. The velocity flow angle reached the critical value
under 200 kg/h steam injection condition. Therefore, surge
occurred earlier when steam flow rate was 200 kg/h. This
could be attributed to the excessively small velocity flow angle
in 0.8–1 span and will be explained in the following section.

The absolute velocity flow angle at 0.9 span at the diffuser
inlet with different steam injection rates was plotted relative
to the peripheral direction in Figure 18. Eight steam injectors
were uniformly installed upstream of 23 diffuser blades.Their
relative positions in the peripheral direction are also shown
in the figure. In the current case, the steam is injected in the
reverse direction of impeller rotation. Therefore, the direct
impact of steam injection was to decrease the circumferential
velocity at high span regions and increase the flow angle at the
8 injectors’ locations. However, Figure 18 also indicated that
flow angle was decreased suddenly as fluid passed through an
injector adjacent downstream blade.

If the steam injector is located just between two adja-
cent diffuser vanes in peripheral direction, flow angle sud-
denly increased just after the steam injector and flow angle
decreased excessively at the neighboring diffuser vane behind
this injector. And if the steam injector is located close to a
diffuser vane or coincided with a blade in theta direction
due to odd number of diffuser vanes, flow angle increased
unintelligibly at the steam injection locations, while flow
angle decreased slightly at the neighboring diffuser vane
behind this injector. In general, as the steam injection flow
rate increased from 0 kg/h to 200 kg/h, the flow angle at
the steam injector location increased greatly while the flow
angle at the neighboring diffuser vane behind this injector
decreased excessively.

Detailed flow structures and flow mechanism were stud-
ied to explain the feature of the flow angle discussed above.
Figure 19 presents the velocity vector field comparison at
90% span around the diffuser inlet area including two
certain steam injectors and their downstream neighboring

Impeller rotation direction

Flow spillage Flow spillage

Figure 19: Surface streamline at 0.9 span around the diffuser inlet.

diffuser vanes with 0 kg/h at numerical surge point and
200 kg/h steam injection. As indicated in red circles, with
injected steam against the direction of impeller rotation, the
circumferential velocity decreased, and thus the diffuser inlet
flow angle at high span regions increased. Steam injection
causes streamline to turn toward the blade passage, and
the flow will spill over adjacent blade leading edge, thus
triggering system instability. However, the streamline flowed
into the next downstreamblade passage instead of the current
one affected by the neighboring diffuser vane. This was the
main reason that flow angle decreased excessively at the
neighboring diffuser vane behind an injector, and separation
or blockage in injector positioned diffuser passage may be
responsible for the observed behavior. This is quite similar to
those found in axial compressor.

To figure out how the steam injection affected the flow
angle, the circumferential velocity and the radial velocity
versus the normalized span location at the diffuser inlet with a
main flow rate of 2.8 kg/s are shown in Figure 20, respectively.
In general, large injection mass flow generated a stronger
influence on the velocity. But the influencewas not linearwith
respect to the span location.The variation of𝑉𝜃 was limited to
the high span space due to the Coanda effect, and a uniform
𝑉𝜃 is obtained for different injection flow rate below 0.5 span,
while 𝑉𝑟 decreased near the shroud side and increased near
the hub side. This was because the main flow rate, which is
directly associated with 𝑉𝑟, was set to be a constant value.
If the mass through the high span space was reduced, the
mass through the low span space must increase to maintain
a constant mass flow. The coupled influence by 𝑉𝜃 and 𝑉𝑟
increased the flow angle in the low span and decreased it in
the high span.
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inlet.

However, this could not explain why there was a cross
point of the flowangles versus the normalized span location at
the diffuser inlet at different steam injection rate conditions,
as illustrated in Figure 21.The authors believe that it should be
caused by the Coanda effect which means the radial attached
span will remain unchanged regardless of the change in the
injected mass flow.

7. Influences of Thermal Physics Properties

7.1. Molecular Weight. To study the material influence, three
ideal gases were chosen: steam (𝑀 < 29), N2 (𝑀 ≈ 29), and
CO2 (𝑀 > 29). To eliminate the influences of other factors

Table 3: Boundary conditions of different materials.

Gas Compressor
mass flow (kg/s)

Injected gas
static

temperature (K)

Injected gas
mass flow
(kg/s)

Steam ideal gas 2.80 438 0.0333
N2 ideal gas 2.80 438 0.0416
CO2 ideal gas 2.80 438 0.0521
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Figure 22: Flow angle in span direction.

Table 4: Boundary conditions of different temperatures.

Injected gas
static
temperature (K)

Compressor
mass flow (kg/s) Gas injected Injected gas

mass flow (kg/s)

573 2.80 N2 0.0364
438 2.80 N2 0.0416
293 2.80 N2 0.0508
223 2.80 N2 0.0583
173 2.80 N2 0.0662

involved, the authors keep the momentum of injected gas
constant. The related injected gas properties are given in
Table 3.

Figure 22 compares the flow angle from hub to shroud.
Slight discrepancies can be observed. The results show that
the diffuser inlet flow angle decreases from hub to shroud.
The light gas can reduce 0.87–1 span flow angle and enhance
it at 0–0.87 span and increase span averaged flow angle.

Figure 23 illustrates the volume fraction from hub to
shroud obtained from the meridional surface at the same
radius of the injectors. Mass flow in Table 4 and volume
fraction in Figure 23 indicate that the larger the mass flow is,
the larger the volume fraction injected is.

7.2. Temperature and Heat Transfer. Figure 24 compares the
flow angle from hub to shroud. The results show that the
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diffuser inlet flow angle decreases from hub to shroud. The
higher gas temperature can reduce 0.87–1 span flow angle and
enhance it at 0–0.87 span and thus increase span averaged
flow angle.

Figure 25 depicts the volume fraction from hub to shroud
obtained from the meridional surface at the same radius of
the injectors. It shows that the larger the mass flow is, the
smaller the volume fraction is.

The volume flow as the dominant factor that changes
the flow angle can be concluded by the comparisons of
mass and volume flow influence above. Therefore, with the
same momentum injection, higher temperature or smaller
molecular weight gas can both increase the diffuser inlet flow
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Figure 25: Volume fraction obtained from the meridional surface
of different temperatures.

angle and extend the compressor stable operation range. For
example, if the injected gas temperature is higher than the air
temperature, then it will heat up the air, cause it to expand,
and thus increase radial velocity near the shroud side.

7.3. Asymmetric and Symmetric Injector, Air Bleeding, and
Air Recirculation. As discussed above, the injector position
would affect the flow pattern downstream of that injector
significantly. In order to figure out the influence on the
enhancement, cases of 8 asymmetrically distributed injectors
and 23 uniformly distributed injectors were simulated here.
𝜂Δ and 𝛼Δ represent the efficiency variation rate under the
surge limit and the change rate of the mean flow angle at
the inlet of the diffuser vane space compared to those of
cases without injection, respectively. The results demonstrate
that the change of the injector position does not improve the
enhancement compared with the former cases, and a distinct
decrease of efficiencywas captured for the case of 23 injectors.

At last, the air bleeding and air recirculation were tested,
as shown in Figure 26. Air bleeding out from the pipes
installed at each vane passage throat was discharged to the
environment or reinjected to the diffuser vaneless space. The
total air bleeding mass flow was set to be 30 kg/h. The air
recirculation flow was driven by the differential pressure
between the vane throat and vaneless space, measured as
about 135 kg/h. But SMI is only about 1/3 of the case of
steam injection. It shows that the air bleeding configuration
enhances the stability with an increase of efficiency, while the
injection configurations decrease it. But it is confused that
the air recirculation, which can be regarded as a combination
of bleeding out and injection, reduces the surge margin
distinctly. A positive influence on the flow angle, which the
air recirculation had, always indicates an increase of the
surge margin; however, it failed in this case. The reason may
be the complex flow in the bleeding tubes that affects the
convergence of the simulations.
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Figure 26: Air bleeding and air recirculation configuration.

8. Conclusions

A centrifugal compressor with vaned diffuser was analyzed
in detail through both experimental and numerical methods.
After comparing the steady CFD results and unsteady test
data, some conclusions could be made as follows:

(a) Steam injection is shown to be an effective method to
improve stage stability. 0.3% of compressor designed
mass flow rate steam can increase the surgemargin by
over 9.0% at Mu = 1.08. At each speed line, there is an
optimum steam flow rate.

(b) Steam injection changes the type of stall precursor
from spike tomodal waves at 90% speed line. In addi-
tion, it changes the stall cell traveling direction from
forward to backward at 80% speed.

(c) Both efficiency and pressure ration drop with steam
injection.

(d) The root cause of the compressor surge is the flow
angle at the diffuser inlet, and the surge margin could
be improved by decreasing the incidence angle at the
diffuser inlet.

(e) At the same momentum injection, higher tempera-
ture or lighter gas can increase the diffuser inlet flow
angle and extend the compressor stable operation
range.

(f) The 8 asymmetrical injectors and the 23 circumferen-
tially symmetrical injectors performed less and equal
enhancement compared with the normal configura-
tion, respectively. A distinct decrease of efficiency
occurred for the 23-injector case, which demon-
strated a more pressure loss. The air bleeding in-
creased the stability and the efficiency. But the air
reinjection had a negative effect on the surge margin.

(g) Traditional flow instability theory based on incidence
caused flow separation can still be applied for vaned
diffuser by viewing its spanwise distribution.

(h) Symmetric injector is better than asymmetric case
from the point of SMI.

(i) Steam injection ismore effective than simple bleeding
at throat area or recirculation in SMI but will result in
a drop of efficiency.

Nomenclature

𝑝: Pressure (kPa)
𝑏: Axial width (mm)
𝑟: Radius (mm)
𝑓𝑠: Sampling frequency (kHz)
𝑄: Volumetric flow rate (m3/s)
𝑇: Temperature (K)
𝑉: Absolute velocity (m/s)
𝑊: Relative velocity (m/s)
𝑈: Impeller circumferential velocity (m/s)
𝑛: Impeller rotational speed (rpm)
𝑁: Number of blades (—)
TWE: Traveling wave energy.

Greek Symbols

𝛼: Absolute flow angle from tangential direction (∘)
𝛽: Blade angle from tangential direction (∘)
𝜙: Flow coefficient defined as 𝑄/𝜋𝑟22𝑢2
𝜓: Pressure rise coefficient defined as Δ𝑃/(1/2)𝜌∞𝑢22
𝜌: Density.

Subscripts

0: Stage inlet
1: Impeller inlet
2: Impeller outlet/vaned diffuser inlet
3: Vaned diffuser outlet
4: Collector outlet
𝑟: Radius direction
𝜃: Tangential direction
∞: Atmospheric condition.
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